
Embroidered Star Cards 
Embroiderers' Guild of Peterborough

This card creates a lovely, one-sided design suitable for cards, gift tags, place cards etc.  The sample provided was created 

with 65 lb. card stock (Recollections, a value brand from Michaels) in black or navy blue.  The 8.5 x 11" cardstock was cut 

to a size suitable to site the embroidered star well - in our case approximately 3.5 x 4.5".  The stars were then embroidered 

on the card stock, and ends securely taped down.  The coloured cardstock was then mounted on a 4 by 5.5" card (also

Recollections brand, sold with envelopes in packs of 25) using flat double-sided tape (not  the type with a thin layer of 

foam between the two sticky surfaces). The stars can, of course, be scaled up or down for different uses.

Embroidery instructions:

Site the template on the cardstock so that the star will be nicely positioned on the final card.  We chose slightly above

the centre.  Ideally  the top hole, which corresponds to #12, is at the top centre rather than offset. Using the template,

prick the card stock with 12 holes around the circle (see graphic below); think of them as corresponding to the

numbers around a clock face:  #12 is at the top, #6 is at the bottom, #3 at the centre right and #9 at the centre  left etc.

Once the holes are pricked, remove the template and hold the cardstock to the light - are all the holes visible?  If not,

fix them now.  Making the holes too big will detract from the final design, but they must be big enough to see!

For the template size provided, cut a thread 43" long.  Metallic and variegated threads are especially effective. 

Thread a regular sewing needle to sew the card.

Secure the end of the thread with tape to the back side of the card stock close to the #12 hole at the top of the circle 

Bring the thread from the back side at the left column number, and go back down at the right column number. Pull taut.
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8 3 eg.  Starting at the back of the card, thread from the back to the front side at hole # 12
then go down to the back side again at # 5.  Come up again at # 4, and down at # 9

4 11 and so on until the full 12 pointed star is formed on the right side of the card. 

10 5 When the full star is sewn, after returning to the back side at #11, loop the thread around 

the #12 starting point, pull taut and tie off or tape down. If the thread is not taut enough, 

6 1 it can be 'tightened' by stretching and taping the backside loop to pull in the extra. 

12 7 Note that the thread on the back side of the card is always moving just one number
along the 'clock face', eg.  From 5 to 4, then 9 to 10, then 3 to 2 etc.  The completed 

8 1 embroidery will have a full '12-sided circle' on the back side. No thread should cross the 

circle on the back side. When the pattern is complete, tie or tape down the ends securely
2 7 and mount on a card.

6 11 The embroidery could also be sewn directly onto a card with the back/wrong side visible;  
this version necessitates a 'tidy back', or a piece of paper or cloth mounted to cover 
the back side.
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